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A: if(isset($_POST['name'])){ $_POST['name']; } It looks like you're attempting to use a variable called "name" which has not
been set. What you probably wanted is if(isset($_POST['name'])){ echo $_POST['name']; } Of course you can use a different
variable name as well if it makes the code cleaner/easier to understand. Q: How to read json format data from Arduino I need to
read data from a node.js server and convert it into csv format. The data in JSON format looks something like:
{"Success":true,"Output": How do I read the array in "Output" and convert it to the csv file? I tried: Serial.println(data); String
dataString = Serial.readString(); char filename[100]; strcpy(filename, "temp"); String output = Serial.readString(); Arduino
Output: {"Success":true,"Output":[]} A: Your arduino side code should look like below: String dataString = Serial.readString();
char filename[100]; strcpy(filename, "temp"); List output = Serial.parseList(dataString); Arduino Data Output: output:
["a","b","c","d","e","f"] Smart Games The Future of Gaming A new generation of electronic games is coming that combines a
desire to be socially connected with high-end hardware and software. NetJets is in the process of developing a strong suite of
products that will incorporate social networking opportunities, high-end gaming software and hardware, and analytics that
improve the customer experience. NetJets plays a vital role in the sports industry. A center for high-performance air travel,
NetJets is a leading provider of aircraft-in-flight services, including maintenance, overhaul, support and delivery of aircraft for
its commercial airline customers. Its air charter division, ATN, is also a market leader with operations throughout the world and
one of the United States’ leading charter operators. An added benefit is that NetJets products are installed with one of the
industry’s most powerful and user-friendly tools 570a42141b
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